Commute®
Seating

Commute Seating — A Distinctive Silhouette
Simple to specify and simple to use.
Commute® is the perfect seating choice for today’s office environments. It
offers easy, intuitive fingertip adjustment of height, tilt, recline, and seat
slide. The Commute chair fits users from small to tall just by leveraging the
seat slider—a standard feature on Task and Executive models. A mesh or
upholstered back, along with Black or Chrome kits allow Commute’s unique
profile to comfortably adapt to any environment.
Commute is the simple solution for every body, and simply a better deal
than other chairs in its class.

Commute®
Seating
Commute Seating
Leave the hassles
behind.
1. Get user-friendly ease and
comfort.

Commute® Executive and Task Chairs
offer a synchro-tilt seat mechanism, seat
slider, tilt tension, and tilt lock that allow
for simple adjustments and greater user
comfort, all with minimal effort.

2. Additional features common to
Executive and Task Chairs.
EXECUTIVE CHAIR

Both models share several desirable
features including the choice of ordering
with height-adjustable T-arms or
without arms. Both models boast a fully
upholstered seat, and both models offer
the choice of a Black or Chrome base,
cylinder, and casters.

3. Choose the model and style
suited to your preferences.

TASK CHAIR

coordinating

Select either black mesh back or fully
upholstered back, both are available in 150+
Momentum® graded-in fabric options.

accommodating
Commute meets ANSI/BIFMA performance
requirements. The chairs have a 250 lb.
weight rating.

easy

All Commute models ship nearly assembled.
Simply attach the cylinder, base, and casters.
Packaged 1 chair per carton.

rapid

Commute Task Chairs (with mesh back,
arms, and either Black or Chrome base kits)
are available on the Quick-Ship delivery
program, with choice of fabric from the
Quick-Ship Upholstery Fabric card.

Want the more upholstered look and feel?
The Commute Executive Chair features a
fully upholstered seat and back, while the
Commute Task Chair offers a black mesh
back.

4. Commute anywhere with MultiPurpose Chairs.

They’re versatile enough to work in any
conference or meeting area, and mix well
with open-plan environments. MultiPurpose Chairs offer an upholstered
seat with a Black mesh back and Black
base, cylinder, and casters. The chairs are
available with fixed loop arms or without
arms.

MULTI PURPOSE CHAIR
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